SONORAN PUEBLO GRAB -N- GO

NOW SERVING

- Breakfast Burritos
- Bagel Sandwiches
- Breakfast Croissants
- Entrée Salads
- Fresh made Wraps (including our Chicken Ranch, Turkey Bacon, Buffalo Chicken and Tuna)
- Authentic Cuban Sandwich (called “The Gitmo”!)
- Baked Sweets
- Fresh Diced Fruit Trays
- Fresh Roasted Chicken

(Menu items based on availability and seasonal inventory)

AVAILABLE AT

SONORAN PUEBLO EVENT CENTER
(during PME’s, Staff Training, CSE’s, Conferences, etc)
DESERT PERK

COMING SOON TO

- Marine Mart
- Canon ADC
- Flightline Express
- and other future destinations!
“Cash and Carry” (cards accepted)
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